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Summary. The paper deals with eigenvalue estimates for block incomplete fac-
torization methods for symmetric matrices. First, some previous results on upper
bounds for the maximum eigenvalue of preconditioned matrices are generalized
to each eigenvalue. Second, upper bounds for the maximum eigenvalue of the
preconditioned matrix are further estimated, which presents a substantial im-
provement of earlier results. Finally, the results are used to estimate bounds for
every eigenvalue of the preconditioned matrices, in particular, for the maximum
eigenvalue, when a modified block incomplete factorization is used to solve an
elliptic equation with variable coefficients in two dimensions. The analysis yields
a new upper bound of type γh−1 for the condition number of the preconditioned
matrix and shows clearly how the coefficients of the differential equation influ-
ence the positive constant γ.
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1. Introduction
Let A be a symmetric matrix and let
C = (X + L)X−1(X + LT);(1)
where X is symmetric positive definite or, briefly s.p.d., and L is a real matrix.
Consider solving linear systems Ax = b. A block incomplete factorization of A
is of the form (1) with a block diagonal matrix X and a strictly lower block
triangular matrix L. General approaches of block incomplete factorizations were
presented in [12] and [5]. To estimate the rate of convergence of preconditioned
iterative methods such as the Chebyshev and the conjugate gradient methods
we need to know the distribution of eigenvalues or, at least, the bounds of the
extreme eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrices, see [1, 2, 6, 14, 16, 23]. In
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the past decade eigenvalue estimates for block incomplete factorization methods
have been extensively studied for symmetric positive definite matrices, see [3,4,
8–11, 13, 17–21]. Recently, in [7] the authors unified some previous results and
obtained some strong results even when the assumptions of A, made previously
in [11, 18, 21], were weakened.
For symmetric matrices B and D , throughout the paper B  D means that
B − D is positive semidefinite, and i (A) denotes the i th eigenvalue of A. The
eigenvalues of a matrix are ordered in a non-increasing order. Let A, X and L
be partitioned in blocks according to a given partitioning, and let m  m be the
number of matrix blocks.
The fundamental result in [7] is that
i (M ())  i (C−1A)  i (M ());
where M () = (I +eL)−1+(I +eLT)−1+(−2)(I +eL)−1(I +eLT)−1; eL = X− 12 LX− 12 ; 
and  are constant such that X +L+LT  A  X +L+LT. Applying this result
to block incomplete factorizations, we obtained some simple upper bounds for
the maximum eigenvalue of the preconditioned matrix, for example, 1=(2 − )
if  < 2 and 2m if   2 and A is positive semidefinite.
This paper continues our analysis of block incomplete factorization methods.
In order to derive a bound for the condition number of the preconditioned matrix
for modified block factorizations we emphasize the upper bound of eigenvalues
in the present paper. However, some of the approaches are also applicable to
estimates of lower bounds for the preconditioned matrix. First we show that if
there exist two constants i and i such that i  i (X−1K )  i , where
K = A− L− LT, then
min(M (i ))  i (C−1A)  max(M (i )):
Note that i are also ordered in a non-increasing order. The result yields immedi-
ately a simple upper bound 1=(2−i ) for the i th eigenvalue of the preconditioned
matrix C−1A if i < 2, which result generalizes the old one for the maximum
eigenvalue. Then upper bounds for the maximum eigenvalue are further studied.
We derive several upper bounds for the maximum eigenvalue of the precondi-
tioned matrix involving all i , which presents a substantial improvement over
the previous results on this topic. One of the results shows immediately that m is
another upper bound for the maximum eigenvalue of C−1A if 1  2 and C  A.
The approaches are also applicable to every eigenvalue. Finally, the results are
used to estimate upper bounds for the maximum eigenvalue of the preconditioned
matrix if a modified block incomplete factorization method is used to solve an
elliptic equation
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where Ω = (0; a)  (0; b), and the coefficients a1 and a2 are positive functions.
In some cases upper bounds for each eigenvalue are also estimated.
Assume that there exists an integrable function F over (0; a) such that
a1(x1; y)
a2(x2; y) 
F (x1)
F (x2)
for any x1 < x2 in (0; a) and 1=F is also integrable over (0; a). Note that this
assumption allows the coefficient a1 to have jumps in both x and y directions and
is easily satisfied, for example, if the coefficient a1 is piecewise differentiable for
x over (0; a). Under this assumption the application of the new results yields a
γh−1 + o(h−1) bound for the condition number of the preconditioned matrix and
shows clearly how the coefficients a1 and a2 influence the constant γ, where h is
a meshsize in x -direction. This type of O(h−1) bounds was derived earlier only
for a few limited cases, e.g. [11, 18, 21]. The assumption on the coefficients of
partial differential equations in this paper is significantly weaker than previous
ones. Also the new results give more accurate bounds even for the more restricted
cases where the previous results are applicable.
The difference between considering all i and considering only  = maxi i
for estimates of the condition number of block incomplete factorizations is essen-
tial. In practice, when a modified block incomplete factorization is applied to an
elliptic equation most i are near 2 (see this paper), i.e., i = 2+O(h), but some
of them can be essentially larger than 2 if the coefficients of the elliptic equation
have jumps or are not differentiable at some points [7, 11, 18, 21]. In general, in
such cases the old results [7, 11, 18, 21] can only provide an O(h−2) type upper
bound for the condition number of the preconditioned matrix, i.e., a condition
number of the same order as for the original difference matrix. However, results
involving all i in the present paper still yield a γh−1 upper bound. The situation
is the same if the coefficients oscillate frequently.
2. Simple upper bounds for every eigenvalue
Let A be a symmetric matrix and C = (X + L)X−1(X + LT); where X is a s.p.d.
matrix and L is a real matrix. We consider estimates of upper bounds for every
eigenvalue of the matrix C−1A or, equivalently, for every generalized eigenvalue
of Cx = Ax. To relate these two matrices we introduced a matrix of the form
X + L + LT, see [7], where  is a constant. If A  X + L + LT with  < 2, it
was shown that 1=(2− ) is an upper bound of the maximum eigenvalue of the
matrix C−1A. In this section, we generalize this result to every eigenvalue. We
start with the following basic result.
Theorem 1. Let A be a symmetric matrix and C = (X+L)X−1(X+LT) with a s.p.d.
matrix X . If there are two constants i and i such that i  i (X−1K )  i ;
where K = A− L− LT, then
min(M (i ))  i (C−1A)  max(M (i ));(2)
where M () = (I +eL)−1+(I +eLT)−1+(−2)(I +eL)−1(I +eLT)−1 and eL = X− 12 LX− 12 :
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Proof. Using first a similarity transformation and then a congruence transforma-
tion, we find that the equality i (X−1K ) = i (X− 12KX− 12 )  i is equivalent to
i (K − i X )  0: Furthermore, by a direct calculation we find
i (C−1A) = i (X− 12 (X + LT)C−1A(X + LT)−1X 12 )
= i (X 12 (X + L)−1A(X + LT)X 12 )
= i (X 12 (X + L)−1(K − i X )(X + LT)−1X 12
+ X
1
2 (X + L)−1((i − 2)X + X + L + X + LT)(X + LT)−1X 12 )
= i (X 12 (X + L)−1(K − i X )(X + LT)−1X 12 +M (i ))
Applying Weyl’s theorem (c.f. Parlett [22], p. 192) shows that
i (C−1A) = i (X− 12 (X + LT)C−1A(X + LT)−1X 12 )
 i (X 12 (X + L)−1(K − i X )(X + LT)−1X 12 ) + max(M (i ));
which implies that i (C−1A)  max(M (i )) if i (X−1K )  i . If i 
i (X−1K ), then min(M (i ))  i (C−1A) follows in a similar way. 
The following two corollaries give some situations in which Theorem 1 is
applicable. The first one shows a simple upper bound for every eigenvalue of
the preconditioned matrix C−1A, which generalizes some previous results for the
maximum eigenvalue in [3, 7].
Corollary 1. If the conditions of Theorem 1 hold and i < 2, then
i (C−1A)  max(M (i ))  12− i :(3)
In particular, if i (X−1K ) < 2, then i (C−1A)  (2− i (X−1K ))−1:
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Proposition 2.4 in [7]. 
Corollary 2. If the conditions of Theorem 1 hold, if   (M ), where M =
(I + eLT)−1(I + eL)−1, and if − 12 + i  2, then
i (C−1A)  (i − 2) + 2 12 :(4)
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 3.3 in [7]. 
If  = 1, then Corollary 2 yields directly the result for the maximum eigen-
value of the matrix C−1A that was given in [7].
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3. Further estimates for the maximum eigenvalue
As mentioned in the previous section max(C−1A)  (−2)+2 12 if A  X +
L+LT. However, as it turns out,  may be much larger than 2 if a modified block
incomplete factorization method is used to solve the linear systems arising from
elliptic equations discretized by a central difference scheme. Usually,  = O(h−2)
as we will see in the following section, where h is a meshsize. If  − 2 > 0 is
independent of h , which can occur if the coefficients of the elliptic equations have
jumps in both x and y directions, see [11, 18, 21], inequality (4) gives only an
O(h−2) upper bound for the maximum eigenvalue of the preconditioned matrix.
To obtain a more accurate bound for the maximum eigenvalue we consider the
problem in a general context in this section. Our aim is to derive an upper
bound for the maximum eigenvalue for the matrix C−1A involving all i . The
approaches are applicable to estimates of upper bounds for each eigenvalue. To
this end, we recall first the generalization of the well known inequality (A) 
tr(A) for a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix A given in [15] (see also [7]).
Lemma 1. Let B = (Bij ) be an m  m block symmetric positive semidefinite
matrix. Then
(B ) 
mX
i=1
(Bii ):(5)
Theorem 2. Let C = (X+L)X−1(X+LT)−1 with a block diagonal s.p.d matrix X =
blockdiag(X1;X2; : : : ;Xm ) and let A  G + L + LT be a symmetric matrix, where
G = blockdiag(G1;G2; : : : ;Gm ), Xi and Gi are matrices of order ni . Partition the
matrix M = (I +eLT)−1(I +eL)−1 into an mm block matrix M = (Mij )mm, where
Mij are ni  nj matrices and eL = X− 12 LX− 12 . Then
max(C−1A)  min
<2
 1
2−  +
X
i2S ()
((X−1i Gi )− )(Mii )

;(6)
where S () = fi ; (X−1i Gi ) > g:
Proof. Using the matrix G instead of i X in the proof of Theorem 1 and fol-
lowing that proof we obtain that
i (C−1A)  i ((I + eL)−1 + (I + eLT)−1 +(7)
(I + eL)−1(X− 12GX− 12 − 2I )(I + eLT)−1):
Define a block diagonal matrix R() = blockdiag(R1;R2; : : : ;Rm ) by
Ri =
(
((X−1i Gi )− )Ini ; if (X−1i Gi ) > ;
0ni ; otherwise,
where Ik and 0k denote the unit matrix and the zero matrix of order k , respec-
tively. Applying (7) to the maximum eigenvalue of C−1A shows that
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max(C−1A)  max((I + eL)−1 + (I + eLT)−1
+ (− 2)(I + eL)−1(I + eLT)−1 + (I + eL)−1R()(I + eLT)−1);
which together with Weyl’s theorem shows that
max(C−1A)  max((I + eL)−1 + (I + eLT)−1(8)
+(− 2)(I + eL)−1(I + eLT)−1) + max((I + eL)−1R()(I + eLT)−1):
For any  < 2, Corollary 1 yields the following bound for the first part on the
right hand side of (8)
max((I + eL)−1 + (I + eLT)−1 + (− 2)(I + eL)−1(I + eLT)−1)  12− ;(9)
and applying Lemma 1 shows that
max((I + eL)−1R()(I + eLT)−1)(10)
= max(R() 12 (I + eLT)−1(I + eL)−1R() 12 )

X
i2S ()
((X−1i Gi )− )(Mii ):
Inequalities (8), (9) and (10) imply now the desired result. 
Theorem 2 gives a new upper bound for the maximum eigenvalue of the pre-
conditioned matrix C−1A. As we will see in the next section this result presents
an essential improvement of Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 in practice. The result
can also be used to find a bound for every eigenvalue in the following way.
Reorder (X−1i Gi ) such that for j = (X−1i (j )Gi (j )) it holds 1  2      m ,
and for
Pp−1
k=1 nk < i 
Pp
k=1 nk , p = 1; 2; : : : ;m , define a block diagonal matrix
Q = blockdiag(Q1;Q2; : : : ;Qm ) by
Qk =
8<: X
− 12
k GkX
− 12
k ; if (X−1k Gk )  p ;
pInk ; if (X−1k Gk ) > p :
Write (7) in the following form
i (C−1A)  i ((I + eL)−1 + (I + eLT)−1 + (I + eL)−1(Q − 2I )(I + eLT)−1(11)
(I + eL)−1(X− 12GX− 12 − Q)(I + eLT)−1):
It is straightforward to see that
i ((I + eL)−1(X− 12GX− 12 − Q)(I + eLT)−1) = 0:
Applying again Weyl’s theorem to (11) yields
i (C−1A)  max((I + eL)−1 + (I + eLT)−1 + (I + eL)−1(Q − 2I )(I + eLT)−1)
+i ((I + eL)−1(X− 12GX− 12 − Q)(I + eLT)−1)
= max((I + eL)−1 + (I + eLT)−1 + (I + eL)−1(Q − 2I )(I + eLT)−1):
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Therefore, Theorem 2 shows the following bound for the i th eigenvalue of C−1A,
i (C−1A)  min
<2;p
 1
2−  +
X
k2S ()
(min(p ; (X−1k Gk ))− )(Mkk )

:
In practice, Theorem 2 frequently shows more accurate bounds for the max-
imum eigenvalue than the previous results. To make the estimate easier to apply
we give the following corollary.
Corollary 3. If the conditions of Theorem 2 hold, then
max(C−1A)  2
 mX
i=1
(Mii )
 1
2
+
X
i2S (2)
((X−1i Gi )− 2)(Mii ):(12)
Proof. Let i = (X−1i Gi ) and define ri ; i = 1; 2; : : : ;m by
ri =
(
2; if i  2,
i ; if i > 2.
(13)
Using ri instead of (X−1i Gi ) and applying Theorem 2 show that
max(C−1A)  min
<2
 1
2−  +
mX
i=1
(ri − )(Mii )

 2
 mX
i=1
(Mii )
 1
2
+
X
i2S (2)
(i − 2)(Mii )
The minimum is taken for  = 2− (Pmi=1 (Mii )− 12 . 
If A  X + L + LT is symmetric positive semidefinite with 1    2,
where X is, in addition, a block diagonal matrix and L is a strictly lower block
triangular matrix, we showed in [7] that 2( − 1)m + 2 −  ( 2m) is another
upper bound for the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix C−1A. Bounds which do
not depend on the coefficients of the matrix but only on the number of blocks in
its block matrix partitioning can be very useful in many cases. Under the strong
assumption that A is a Stieltjes matrix and other additional conditions which
are stronger than  < 2, this bound can be reduced to m + 1 (see [18]). We
now improve this type of upper bound. Another upper bound involving all i is
derived for the maximum eigenvalue of the preconditioned matrix C−1A. The
new result allows i > 2. If the result is applied to a symmetric matrix A such
that 0  A  X + L + LT with   2, we obtain an upper bound even smaller
than our previous bound 2( − 1)m + 2 − . In particular, if C  A, we have
max(C−1A)  m + 1. In the rest of this section we assume that L is a strictly
lower block triangular matrix.
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Theorem 3. Let A  G+L+LT be a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix, where
G = blockdiag(G1;G2; : : : ;Gm ), and C = (X +L)X−1(X +LT) with a s.p.d matrix
X = blockdiag(X1;X2; : : : ;Xm ), where Gi and Xi are square matrices of order ni .
Partition (I + X− 12 LX− 12 ) = (Tij )mm into an m  m block matrix consistently
with the partitioning of G. If C  A, where  is a nonnegative constant, then
max(C−1A) 
X
i2
i +
X
i>2

2 + (i − 2)
mX
k=i
(TkiT Tki )

− (m − 1);(14)
where i = (X−1i Gi ):
Proof. Define two block diagonal matrices
P = blockdiag(1In1 ; 2In2 ; : : : ; mInm );
R = blockdiag(r1In1 ; r2In2 ; : : : ; rmInm );
where ri is defined by (13). It follows from (7) that
i (C−1A)  i ((I + eL)−1 + (I + eLT)−1 + (I + eL)−1(P − 2I )(I + eLT)−1)(15)
 i ((I + eL)−1 + (I + eLT)−1 + (I + eL)−1(P − R)(I + eLT)−1
+(I + eL)−1(R − 2I )(I + eLT)−1)
On the other hand, for any matrix D a simple computation shows that
(I + eL)−1D(I + eLT)−1
= (I − (I + eL)−1eL)D(I − eLT(I + eLT)−1)
= D − (I + eL)−1eLD − DeLT(I + eLT)−1 + (I + eL)−1eLDeLT(I + eLT)−1
= D − (I + eL)−1(I + eL− I )D − D(I + eLT − I )(I + eLT)−1
+(I + eL)−1eLDeLT(I + eLT)−1
= (I + eL)−1D + D(I + eLT)−1 − D + (I + eL)−1eLDeLT(I + eLT)−1:
Therefore, for the i th eigenvalue of the matrix C−1A inequality (15) becomes
i (C−1A)  i ((I + eL)−1(P − R + I ) + (P − R + I )(I + eLT)−1 + R − P(16)
+(I + eL)−1eL(P − R)eLT(I + eLT)−1 + (I + eL)−1(R − 2I )(I + eLT)−1)
Since the matrix (I + eL)−1eL(P − R)eLT(I + eLT)−1 is negative semidefinite,
applying Weyl’s theorem to (16) we have
i (C−1A)  i ((I + eL)−1(P − R + I ) + (P − R + I )(I + eLT)−1(17)
+R − P + (I + eL)−1(R − 2I )(I + eLT)−1):
In particular, assumption C  A implies
  min(C−1A)  min((I + eL)−1(P − R + I ) + (P − R + I )(I + eLT)−1
+R − P + (I + eL)−1(R − 2I )(I + eLT)−1);
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which shows that the matrix
(I + eL)−1(P − R + I ) + (P − R + I )(I + eLT)−1
+R − P − I + (I + eL)−1(R − 2I )(I + eLT)−1
is positive semidefinite. Applying (17) to the maximum eigenvalue yields
max(C−1A)  max((I + eL)−1(P − R + I ) + (P − R + I )(I + eLT)−1(18)
+R − P − I + (I + eL)−1(R − 2I )(I + eLT)−1) + :
Furthermore, it is straightforward to show that the (k ; k ) block of (I +eL)−1(R−
2I )(I + eLT)−1 is given by
kX
i=1
(ri − 2)TkiT Tki :
Hence, applying Lemma 1 to (18) shows that
max(C−1A) 
mX
i=1
(i − ri ) + 2m − m +
mX
k=1
kX
i=1
(ri − 2)(TkiT Tki ) + 
=
X
i2
i +
X
i>2
2 +
mX
i=1
(ri − 2)
mX
k=i
(TkiT Tki )− (m − 1)
=
X
i2
i +
X
i>2

(i − 2)
mX
k=i
(TkiT Tki ) + 2

− (m − 1);
which completes the proof. 
If i  2, i = 1; 2; : : : ;m , Theorem 3 yields immediately the following result.
Corollary 4. If the conditions of Theorem 3 hold with i  2, then
max(C−1A) 
mX
i=1
i − (m − 1):(19)
In particular, if C  A then max(C−1A)  m + 1.
4. Application to elliptic equations
As an application of the results of the previous sections, we consider an elliptic
equation in two dimensions
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where Ω = (0; a)  (0; b), the coefficients a1 and a2 are positive functions. We
consider the following three kinds of typical boundary conditions
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– Problem 1: Γ0 = @Ω;
– Problem 2: Γ1 = f(x ; y); 0 < x < a; y = 0g;
– Problem 3: Γ0 = f(x ; y); 0 < y < b; x = ag;
which serve well to illustrate the bounds in the previous sections. For other kinds
of boundary conditions the estimates are similar. Discretizing the equation by a
central difference scheme with a grid of meshsize h in x direction and  in y
direction and ordering the mesh columnwise yields the following linear system
Ax = b;
where A is an m  m block tridiagonal matrix of the form
A = blocktridiag(Ai ;i−1;Aii ;Ai ;i+1)
and Aii is a tridiagonal matrix of order n .
We compute a modified block incomplete factorization preconditioner C =
(D − L)D−1(D − LT) for A as follows:
D1 = A11;
Di = Aii − Ai ;i−1Xi−1Ai−1;i + D 0i ; i = 2; : : : ;m;
where Xi ; i  1, is a sparse approximation to D−1i such that the off-diagonal
entries of Xi are not larger than D−1i , and D 0i is a diagonal matrix determined by
D 0i e = Ai ;i−1(Xi−1 − D−1i−1)Ai−1;ie;
where e = (1; 1; : : : ; 1)T. Hence, we have
D1e = A11e;
Die = (Aii − Ai ;i−1D−1i−1Ai−1;i )e:(21)
It is straightforward to show that A−C is a Z -matrix, i.e., all off diagonal en-
tries are nonpositive, and (A−C )e = 0. This implies that for the lower eigenvalue
bound we have min(C−1A)  1. Therefore, all upper bounds of the maximum
eigenvalue of C−1A given in this section are bounds of the condition number of
the preconditioned matrix C−1A. Note that for this application for the correspond-
ing matrix eL, it holds eL = −D− 12 LD− 12 , where D = blockdiag(D1;D2; : : : ;Dm ).
4.1. General analysis
The task in this subsection is to derive an upper bound for the maximum
eigenvalue of the preconditioned matrix C−1A for problems 1, 2 and 3. Let
4i = −Ai ;i+1. Then Aiie  (4i + 4i−1)e, i  1 for problems 1 and 2 and
A11e  41e, Aiie  (4i + 4i−1)e, i  2 for problem 3. This implies that
D1e  41e. By induction and using (21) it is readily shown that
Die = (Aii −4i−1D−1i−14i−1)e  4ie:(22)
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Denote 1 = 0 and
i = max
a1((i − i0 − 1=2)h; (1− k0))
a1((i − i0 + 1=2)h; (1− k0)) ; : : : ;
a1((i − i0 − 1=2)h; (n − k0))
a1((i − i0 + 1=2)h; (n − k0))

for i  2, where i0 = 0 for problems 1 and 2, i0 = 1 for problem 3, k0 = 0 for
problem 1 and k0 = 1 for problems 2 and 3. A simple computation shows that
for i  2
(1 + i )Die = Aiie + (i Aii − (1 + i )Ai ;i−1D−1i−1Ai−1;i )e
 Aiie + (i (4i +4i−1)− (1 + i )4i )e  Aiie:
In addition, (1 + i )Di − Aii = iDi + (Di − Aii ) is a Z -matrix. Therefore, (1 +
i )Di − Aii  0 and
(D−1i Aii )  1 + i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ;m:(23)
If a1(x ; y) is non-decreasing for x then i  1, and an application of Theorem 3
shows that
max(C−1A) 
mX
i=1
i + 1  m(24)
because 1 = 0 and C  A. If the coefficient a1 is non-increasing for the first
variable x , for problems 1 and 2 we reorder the mesh in x direction from right
to left or first do a transformation x 7! a− x . Inequality (24) gives still an upper
bound for the maximum eigenvalue of the corresponding preconditioned matrix.
To further analyze our ILU preconditioner we assume that there exists an
integrable function F over (0; a) such that
a1(x1; y)
a1(x2; y) 
F (x1)
F (x2)(25)
for any x1  x2 in (0; a) and 1=F is also integrable over (0; a).
Indeed this condition is not strict. The assumption allows the coefficient a1
to have some jumps in both x and y directions. For example, assume that a1 is a
piecewise differentiable function for the first variable x over Ω, i.e., there exist
0 = a1 < a2 <    < ak+1 = a such that a1 is differentiable over (ai ; ai+1) for
i = 1; 2; : : : ; k . Let
gi (x ) = max
0yb
−@a1(x ; y)
@x
.
a1(x ; y);
for x 2 (ai ; ai+1); i = 1; : : : ; k . If the function gi is integrable over (ai ; ai+1) we
show now that there is a function F such that (25) holds.
Lemma 2. Let  : Ω 7! R and m1; m2 : (0; a) 7! R be integrable functions. If
there exist  and  (x1  ;   x2) such that
m1()(x2 − x1)  (x2; y)− (x1; y)  m2()(x2 − x1)
uniformly in y for any x1  x2 in Ω, thenZ x2
x1
m1(x )dx  (x2; y)− (x1; y) 
Z x2
x1
m2(x )dx :
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Proof. Under the assumptions of the lemma, we have for any x1 = w1 < w2 <
   < wp = x2 that
(x2; y)− (x1; y) =
pX
1
((wi+1; y)− (wi ; y)) 
pX
1
m2(i )(wi+1 − wi );
where wi  i  wi+1. Setting p !1 and letting wi+1 −wi ! 0 we obtain the
second inequality. The first one follows in a similar way. 
For x 2 (0; a) define k (x ) = maxfi : x > aig, r1 = 1, and
ri = max
0yb
a1(ai − 0; y)
a1(ai + 0; y) ; i = 2; : : : ; k ;
g(x ) =
(
gi (x ); if x 2 (ai ; ai+1);
0; if x = ai :
Here g is clearly an integrable function over (0; a). For any x1 < x2 in (0; a), if
k (x1) = k (x2) we write
a1(x1; y)
a1(x2; y) =
a1(x1; y)
a1(ak (x1)+1 − 0; y)
   a1(ak (x2)−1 + 0; y)
a1(ak (x2) − 0; y)
a1(ak (x2) + 0; y)
a1(x2; y)(26)
k (x2)Y
k=k (x1)+1
a1(ak − 0; y)
a1(ak + 0; y) :
Since a1 is differentiable over (ai ; ai+1) and a1(x ; y) is positive, by definition
of g there exists a  (z1 <  < z2) such that
log a1(z1; y)− log a1(z2; y)  g()(z2 − z1)
for any z1 < z2 in (ai ; ai+1). Applying Lemma 2 shows that
log a1(z1; y)− log a1(z2; y) 
Z z2
z1
g(x )dx :
Therefore, using the above and (26) shows that the following inequality holds,
a1(x1; y)
a1(x2; y)  rk (x1)+1    rk (x2)exp
Z x2
x1
g(x )dx

=
F (x1)
F (x2) ;(27)
where F (x ) = r−11    r−1k (x ) exp
(− R x0 g(x )dx: It is easily seen that (27) holds for
any x1 < x2 in (0; a) if k (x1) = k (x2):
Now we continue our analysis for modified block incomplete factorizations
for elliptic equations. Inequality (22) implies that D−1i 4i e  e. Hence,
D−1i 4i−1 e  D−1i 4i 4i−1 4−1i e
 D−1i 4i
F ((i − i0 − 1=2)h)
F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h) e 
F ((i − i0 − 1=2)h)
F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h) e
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Write the lower block tridiagonal matrix (I + eL)−1 in block form
(I + eL)−1 = (Tij ) = m−1X
r=0
(D− 12 LD− 12 )r ;
where Tii = I ; Tij = D
− 12
i 4i−1D−1i−1   D−1j+14j D
− 12
j for i > j and Tij = 0 for
i < j . Partition M = (I + eLT)−1(I + eL)−1 into an m  m block matrix (Mij )
consistently with the partitioning of A. Then for any k > i , we have
D−1=2i T
T
ki TkiD
1=2
i e
= (D−1i 4i )    (D−1k−14k−1)(D−1k 4k−1)    (D−1i+14i )e
=
F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h)
F ((k − i0 + 1=2)h)e;
which implies that the spectral radius
(TikT Tik ) = (D−
1
2
i TikT
T
ikD
1
2
i ) 
F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h)
F ((k − i0 + 1=2)h) ;
because D−
1
2
i TikT TikD
1
2
i is nonnegative. Therefore,
(Mii ) = 
 mX
k=i
T Tki Tki


mX
k=i
(T Tki Tki ) 
mX
k=i
F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h)
F ((k − i0 + 1=2)h) :(28)
Let S = fi : F ((i − i0 − 1=2)h) > F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h)g. Since the spectral
radius satisfies (D−1i Aii )  1 + F ((i − i0 − 1=2)h)=F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h), to derive
an upper bound for the maximum eigenvalue of the preconditioned matrix by
Corollary 3 we need to estimate
Pm
i=1 (Mii ) and
P
i2S (F ((i−i0−1=2)h)=F ((i−
i0 + 1=2)h)− 1)(Mii ). By definition of integration it follows from (28) that
mX
i=1
(Mii ) 
mX
i=1
mX
k=i
F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h)
F ((k − i0 + 1=2)h)  h
−2
Z a
0
Z a
x
F (x )
F (y)dydx :X
i2S
F ((i − i0 − 1=2)h)
F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h) − 1

(Mii )
=
X
i2S
mX
k=i
F ((i − i0 − 1=2)h)− F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h)
F (k − i0 + 1=2)h) :
For x 2 (0; a) let Ex  (0; a) denote the maximum subinterval including x
such that F (y)  F (z ) for any y < z in Ex if such an interval exists for x . Note
that we do not refer to a single point as an interval. It is straightforward that if
y 2 Ex then Ey = Ex . Therefore, Ex is the maximum connected component in
the sense that F (y)  F (z ) for any y < z in Ex . Let U be the set of all these
maximum connected components over (0; a). We find that
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X
i2S
mX
k=i
F ((i − i0 − 1=2)h)− F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h)
F ((k − i0 + 1=2)h)

X
E2U
X
ih2E
mX
k=i
F ((i − i0 − 1=2)h)− F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h)
F ((k − i0 + 1=2)h) :
For an interval E denote the left and the right end points of E by lE and rE ,
respectively. Let p and q be the minimum and the maximum integers satisfying
(p − i0)h 2 E and (q − i0)h 2 E . ThenX
ih2E
mX
k=i
F ((i − i0 − 1=2)h)− F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h)
F ((k − i0 + 1=2)h)
=
qX
i=p
mX
k=i
F ((i − i0 − 1=2)h)− F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h)
F ((k − i0 + 1=2)h)
=
mX
k=p
1
F ((k − i0 + 1=2)h)
min(k ;q)X
i=p
(F ((i − i0 − 1=2)h)− F ((i − i0 + 1=2)h))

mX
k=p
F (lE + 0)− F (min((k − i0 + 1=2)h; rE − 0))
F ((k − i0 + 1=2)h)
 h−1
Z a
lE
F (lE + 0)− F (min(y ; rE − 0))
F (y) dy :
Therefore, if
P
E2U
R a
lE
F (lE+0)−F (min(y;rE−0))
F (y) dy exists, applying Corollary 3 we
have the following upper bound:
max(C−1A)  γh−1 + o(h−1);(29)
γ = 2
Z a
0
Z a
x
F (x )
F (y)dydx
 1
2
+
X
E2U
Z a
lE
F (lE + 0)− F (min(y ; rE − 0))
F (y) dy :(30)
There is no previous result to estimate the constant of h−1 for O(h−1) type
upper bounds of the maximum eigenvalue except in a few limit cases [7, 11,18,
21]. The bound (29) shows clearly how the coefficient a1 of the elliptic equation
influences the upper bound of the condition number of the preconditioned matrix.
If a1(x ; y) = (x )’(y), where  and ’ are functions defined on (0; a) and
(0; b), respectively, we can simply choose F (x ) = (x ). In general, it is not
hard to give a rough estimate for the constant γ. For example, assume that a1 is
differentiable for x in Ω and
max
(x ;y)2Ω
−@a1(x ; y)
@x
=a1(x ; y)  M :
If M  0 than a1(x ; y) is non-decreasing for x . Inequality (24) shows a simple
upper bound m . If M  0 it follows from our analysis that we can choose
F (x ) = exp(−Mx ). An elementary computation shows that
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γ  1
M
(eMa −Ma − 1 + 2(eMa −Ma − 1)1=2):
If a1 is piecewise differentiable for x in Ω, as it turns out, one can also derive
a somewhat complex upper bound for γ by assuming that gi (x )  Mi for x 2
(ai ; ai+1).
The upper bound γh−1 +o(h−1) in this subsection covers all previous results
of O(h−1) type upper bounds for the maximum eigenvalue, see [7, 11, 18, 21],
and is applicable to elliptic equations if the condition (25) is satisfied, which is
weaker than that the coefficient a1 is piecewise differentiable for x in Ω. This
assumption is significantly weaker than previous ones, for example, we have not
required that a1 is not strongly decreasing for x , cf., [11, 21].
4.2. Accurate estimates for problems 1 and 2
As we have seen, γh−1 is a bound of the condition number of the preconditioned
matrix. In some cases, however, the constant γ given by (30) may be very large
if the coefficient a1 oscillates very frequently in x -direction or if a1(x ; y)=a1(z ; y)
is very large for some x ; z 2 (0; a), x < z . In this subsection we show how to use
the results in Sect. 3 to obtain more accurate bounds for the condition number for
the problems 1 and 2. Recalling Theorem 2, we know that the condition number
of the preconditioned matrix is dominated by the spectral radii (D−1i Aii ) and
(Mii ). Our aim is to estimate (D−1i Aii ) and (Mii ) more accurately. We assume
that there exist two integrable functions F and G over (0; a) such that
G(x1)
G(x2) 
a1(x1; y)
a1(x2; y) 
F (x1)
F (x2)(31)
for any x1  x2 in (0; a) and 1=G , 1=F are also integrable over (0; a).
By induction first we show that
Die  −1i 4i e;(32)
i =
 i−1X
k=0
1=G((k − 1=2)h)
. iX
k=0
1=G((k − 1=2)h)

:
Inequality D1e = A11e  (41 +40)e implies (32) for i = 1, where
40 =
(
diag(a1( 12h; ); a1( 12h; 2); : : : ; a1( 12h; n)) for problem 1,
diag( 12a1( 12h; 0); a1( 12h; ); : : : ; a1( 12h; (n − 1))) for problem 2.
It follows from (21) that
Die = Aiie− Ai ;i−1D−1i Ai−1;ie  (4i +4i−1)e− i−1 4i e  −1i 4i e
We are now in a position to estimate the following bound for (D−1i Aii ),
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(D−1i Aii ) 

1 +
F ((i − 1=2)h)
F ((i + 1=2)h)
 i−1X
k=0
1=G((k + 1=2)h)
i−1X
k=0
1=G((k + 1=2)h) + F ((i − 1=2)h)
F ((i + 1=2)h)
1
G((i − 1=2)h)
 γi :(33)
By a direct computation we have
γiDie  Aiie + (γi − 1)Aiie− γi Ai ;i−1D−1i−1Ai−1;ie
 Aiie + (γi − 1)(4i +4i−1)e− γi
Pi−2
k=0 1=G((k + 1=2)h)Pi−1
k=0 1=G((k + 1=2)h)
e
 Aiie +4i−1

(γi − 1)4i 4−1i−1e− γi
Pi−2
k=0 1=G((k + 1=2)h)Pi−1
k=0 1=G((k + 1=2)h)
e

 Aiie +4i−1

(γi − 1) F ((i + 1=2)h)F ((i − 1=2)h) − γi
Pi−2
k=0 1=G((k + 1=2)h)Pi−1
k=0 1=G((k + 1=2)h)

e
 Aiie;
which implies (33) because γiDi−Aii is a Z-matrix as mentioned in Subsect. 4.1.
Furthermore, γi can be estimated as follows:
γi 

1 +
F ((i − 1=2)h)
F ((i + 1=2)h)
Z ih
0
dx
G(x )Z ih
0
dx
G(x ) +
F ((i − 1=2)h)
F ((i + 1=2)h)
1
G((i − 1=2)h)
:
Again, if a1(x ; y) is non-decreasing for x , it follows straightforwardly from
(33) that
(D−1i Aii ) 
2
i−1X
k=0
1=G(k + 1=2)h)
i−1X
k=0
1=G((k + 1=2)h) + 1=G((i − 1=2)h)
< 2:
Applying Corollary 1 shows that
n(m−i )+j (C−1Aii )  G((i − 1=2)h)2
i−1X
k=0
1=G((k + 1=2)h) + 1
2
;(34)
i = 1; 2; : : : ;m; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n:
It follows from (32) that D−1i 4i e  ie and
D−1i 4i−1 e  D−1i 4i 4i−1 4−1i e
 D−1i 4i
F ((i − 1=2)h)
F ((i + 1=2)h) e  i
F ((i − 1=2)h)
F ((i + 1=2)h) e:
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Hence,
D−1=2i T
T
ki TkiD
1=2
i e = (D−1i 4i )    (D−1k−14k−1)(D−1k 4k−1)    (D−1i+14i )e

i−1X
j=0
1=G((j + 1=2)h)
iX
j=0
1=G((j + 1=2)h)
k−1X
j=0
1=G((j + 1=2)h)
kX
j=0
1=G((j + 1=2)h)
F ((i + 1=2)h)
F ((k + 1=2)h)e;
which implies that the spectral radius satisfies
(TikT Tik ) = (D−1=2i TikT TikD1=2i )

i−1X
j=0
1=G((j + 1=2)h)
iX
j=0
1=G((j + 1=2)h)
k−1X
j=0
1=G((j + 1=2)h)
kX
j=0
1=G((j + 1=2)h)
F ((i + 1=2)h)
F ((k + 1=2)h) ;
due to the nonnegativity of D−1=2i T Tki TkiD
1=2
i . Therefore,
(Mkk ) = 
 mX
k=i
T Tki Tki


mX
k=i
(T Tki Tki )(35)
 F ((i + 1=2)h)
i−1X
j=0
1=G((j + 1=2)h)
iX
j=0
1=G((j + 1=2)h)
mX
k=i
 1
F ((k + 1=2)h)Pk−1j=0 1=G((j + 1=2)h)Pkj=0 1=G((j + 1=2)h)

:
Similarly, by definition of integration, (Mii ) can be estimated by
(Mii )  F ((i + 1=2)h)h
Z ih
0
dx
G(x )
Z (i+1)h
0
dx
G(x )
Z a−h
ih
dx
F (x ) R x0 dyG(y) R x+h0 dyG(y) :
4.3. Examples
In this subsection we present three particular examples by using the results from
the previous subsections. For all examples a = b = 1.
Example 1. First we consider a variable coefficient a1(x ; y) = 1 + jx − 1=2jy ,
where  is a positive constant. It follows straightforwardly from our analysis that
F (x ) =

1 + (1=2− x ); if x  1=2,
1; if x  1=2
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satisfies condition (25). Using (29) with a simple estimate of integration shows
that
max(C−1A) 

2
1
2
+
1
( + 1)2+1
 1
2
+
1
2

h−1 + o(h−1):
Example 2. We consider an example with a discontinuous coefficient
a1(x ; y) =
(
d ; (x ; y) 2 ( 12 ; 1) ( 12 ; 1),
1; otherwise.
If d  1 the functions
F (x ) = 1; G(x ) =
(
d ; x 2 ( 12 ; 1);
1 otherwise
satisfy condition (31), and if d < 1 the functions
F (x ) =
(
d ; x 2 ( 12 ; 1);
1 otherwise,
G(x ) = 1
satisfy condition (31). We first consider problem 3. It follows from (23) and (28)
that
(D1A11) = 0; (D−1i Aii )  1 +
F ((i − 3=2)h)
F ((i − 1=2)h) ; i  2; (Mj0;j0 ) 
m
2
+ 1;
where j0 = dm2 e + 1 and dxe denotes the integer ceiling function of x . Applying
Theorem 3 shows that
max(C−1A) 
8<:
d−1 + 1
2
m; if d < 1,
m; if d  1.
(36)
For problems 1 and 2 we consider d  1 only. Inequality (33) gives the
bound
(D−1i Aii ) 
8>>><>>>:
2i
i + 1
; i  dm2 e;
2(dm2 e + (i − dm2 e)d−1)
dm2 e + (i + 1− dm2 e)d−1
; i > dm2 e
and (28) yields
(Mii )  m − i + 1:
Choosing  = 2d
m
2 e
d m2 e+1 and applying Theorem 2 we have
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max(C−1A) 
dm2 e + 1
2
+
mX
i=d m2 e+1
((D−1i Aii )− )(Mii )(37)
 d
m
2 e + 1
2
+
mX
i=d m2 e+1
(2− )(m − i + 1)
 3
4
m +
1
2
:
Also we can easily derive a simple bound for d < 1 similarly to what we did
for d  1, but we prefer to do first a transformation x 7! 1− x . Then the upper
bound given by (37) is valid for the maximum eigenvalue of the corresponding
preconditioned matrix. If d = 1 the result can be further improved. In fact,
Inequality (35) becomes
(Mii )  i (i + 1)
mX
k=i
1
k (k + 1) = i (i + 1)
1
i
− 1
m + 1

=
(i + 1)(m + 1− i )
m + 1
:
Let p = d0:54(m + 1)e − 1 and  = 2pp+1 . Using Theorem 2 again shows that
max(C−1A)  p + 12 +
mX
i=p+1
 2i
i + 1
− 2p
p + 1
 (i + 1)(m + 1− i )
m + 1
(38)
=
p + 1
2
+
2
(p + 1)(m + 1)
mX
i=p+1
(i − p)(m + 1− i )
 p + 1
2
+
2m3
(p + 1)(m + 1)
Z 1
p
m
(x − p
m
)(1 + 1
m
− x )dx
 p + 1
2
+
(m − p)2
(m + 1)(p + 1) +
1
3
(m − p)3
(m + 1)(p + 1)
 d0:54(m + 1)e
2
+
b0:46(m + 1)c2
0:54(m + 1)2 +
1
3
b0:46(m + 1)c3
0:54(m + 1)2
 0:3301(m + 1) + 0:5:
Example 3. As the third example we consider a typical problem
a1(x ; y) =
(
d ; if (x ; y) 2 ( 14 ; 34 ) ( 14 ; 34 ),
1; otherwise
for problem 3 (from [12,19,24]) and numerical comparisons, where d is a positive
constant.
By using Theorem 3 it follows in a similar way as for Example 2 that
max(C−1A) 
8>><>>:
d + 3
4
m; if d  1;
1 + 3d−1
4
m; if d < 1.
(39)
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The following table shows the values of the exact maximum eigenvalues of the
preconditioned matrix C−1A for different h and d = 10k .
Table 1. Numerical results of the exact maximum eigenvalues for Example 3
λmax(C−1A)
h−1 k = −3 k = −2 k = −1 k = 1 k = 2 k = 3
20 6.2427 7.7367 6.8336 6.7593 8.9943 7.8979
40 22.328 35.651 16.943 16.400 37.985 26.625
80 135.41 138.07 38.026 37.921 138.14 145.93
160 845.12 408.18 86.967 86.884 409.61 855.82
320 2884.8 1138.1 190.77 190.71 1138.1 2905.5
Let max(h; d ) denote the maximum eigenvalue of the preconditioned matrix
C−1A given in Table 1 with respect to the parameters h and d for Example 3 and
let emax(h; d ) denote the upper bound of max(h; d ) given by (39). In some cases
the upper bound emax(h; d ) can be much larger than the actual maximum eigen-
value max(h; d ) if h−1 is small, but for a fixed d the rate emax(h; d )=max(h; d )
decreases rapidly as h−1 increases. For all possible values of h and d in Ta-
ble 1 minh;d emax(h; d )=max(h; d ) = 5:4533. Therefore, the estimates of upper
bounds of the maximum eigenvalue of the preconditioned matrix C−1A are quite
reasonable.
Finally, note that no previous result is applicable to Example 1 for  < 1 and
to Example 3 for d < 1 to get an O(h−1) upper bound. For the other cases the
estimates here are more accurate than the previous ones found in [7] and [18].
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